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Abstract. Processes count to the most important assets of companies. Ensuring 
the compliance of processes to legal regulations, governance guidelines, and 
strategic business requirements is a sine qua non condition to controlling 
business behavior. Implementing business process compliance requires means 
for modeling and enforcing compliance measures. In this work, we motivate the 
need for automation in compliance management and introduce the role of 
policies. We then distinguish eight requirements for a compliance management 
framework. We also discuss different ways of conducting compliance checking. 
Finally, we propose a policy-based framework for business process compliance 
management. We eventually proceed to a discussion of the soundness and 
practicability of our approach, followed by an investigation of the main 
challenges ahead of our approach to policy-based semantic business process 
compliance management. 

Keywords: Compliance Management, Business Process Management, Policy, 
Business Rule, Ontology. 

1 Introduction 

Business Process Management (BPM) is the discipline of capturing, modeling, 
implementing, and controlling all activities taking place in an environment defining 
the enterprise, and this, in an integrated manner [4], [5]. Several languages, 
frameworks, and tools that support one or many of the listed aspects are available. 
Organizations do not only own business processes, they are also subject to 
regulations. Not being compliant to regulations diminishes the added-value business 
processes represent for the organization, e.g. through non-optimal alignment with (i) 
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quality standards, (ii) business partner service agreements or (iii) non-identified 
security flaws1.  
 
Non-compliance to regulations can also be the cause of judiciary pursuits as many 
financial scandals in recent years have shown2. This has happened in the US and in 
Europe as the examples of both Enron [2] and Parmalat show. It is due to these 
scandals that laws and legal guidelines have been designed, in order to protect 
companies and their stakeholders from manipulations of financial reporting data [3]. 
Consequently, non-compliance has both short-term (e.g. cost savings, reduced 
governance complexity) and long-term (e.g. judiciary pursuits, market confidence) 
consequences. Compliance management is the term referring to the definition of 
means to avoid such illegal actions by controlling an enterprise’s activities. By 
extension, compliance management also refers to standards, frameworks, and 
software used to ensure the company’s observance of legal texts. In the context of 
BPM, compliance management applies on business processes and the related 
resources like data and systems.  
 
Business processes support and realize value-adding activities inside companies. 
Inside organizations, compliance management spans the spectrum of horizontal 
activities (e.g. IT security or quality standard compliance). Hence, compliance to 
regulations must also be ensured at the level of business processes. Non-compliance 
at the level of business processes is critical because business processes control all 
value adding activities of a company. There are many regulations and their scope 
varies from financial reporting to security. Fig. 1 gives an idea about this variety: 
 

Regulation

SOX BASEL-II EuroSOX

Financial SecurityQuality
Management

 

Fig. 1. A concept map of some regulations. 

SOX3 [10] is one of the legislations that generate most reactions in the form of 
numerous research on compliance, because companies doing business in the US are 
obliged to implement it and also because of its high implementation costs [1]. SOX 
was passed in 2002 after the Enron financial scandal. Sections 302 (Certification of 

                                                           
1 Non-identified security leaks can drop the overall quality of the business processes by making 

them vulnerable to malicious attacks. 
2 We refer to the financial scandals at corporations like Enron, WorldCom, Roche, Siemens, 

and Volkswagen. 
3 The ”Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act” is also known as the 

Sarbanes-Oxley act. SOX is an usual abbreviation for this act.  
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Disclosure in Companies’ Quarterly and Annual Reports) and 404 (Definition of 
Internal Controls over Financial Reporting) of SOX are IT-related and thus explain 
the focus of computer science academia on both sections [3]. The European 
equivalent to SOX is called EuroSOX and was passed by the European commission in 
2006. BASEL-II is a proposal4 by the Basel committee that seeks to align regulatory 
capital requirements with operational and credit risk [6], [7]. ISO/IEC 27002:20055 
[9] is the internationally recognized standard for IT security and acts as a regulation 
when defining security policies. Finally, ISO 20000 is an example of quality standard.  
 
A framework allowing organizations to integrate regulatory compliance tasks with 
business process management presents many advantages as we will show. Our 
approach to designing such a framework is based on policies. We argue that policies 
present many advantages for our purpose, especially when supported with semantic 
descriptions of business processes. In the following, we proceed to a further 
discussion of the problem in section 2. In section 3, we define eight requirements for 
our compliance management framework, discuss several forms of conducting 
compliance checking, and make a high-level proposal for a business process 
compliance framework. Section 4 contains a review of related work. We conclude 
with section 5, where we discuss challenges upfront and future work. 

2 Problem Discussion 

As shown in Fig. 2, regulations are transformed into measures adapted to the 
enterprise. Compliance measures are usually implemented using procedures, policies, 
and controls. The latter are documented and communicated in natural language. This, 
of course, makes discovering inconsistencies or contradictions a hard task. Even 
ensuring that all roles involved in the compliance management project have the same 
understanding of the policies to be enforced is a hard task, since regulations are on 
purpose kept very abstract to stay independent from their implementation. Moreover, 
an organization does not have continuous information about its compliance status. 
This concern is particularly relevant when regulations are subject to change. 
Companies need to be able to easily ensure compliance with new versions of 
regulations. This is the reason why hard-coded compliance measures are the source of 
high costs for compliance-aware organizations. Moreover, companies go through 
audits in order to be certified as being compliant with a regulation. But such an 
approach to compliance management has high costs, because such audits have to be 
performed on a regular basis. 
 
The risks at stake for a company that eventually does not get successfully audited as 
compliant to a regulation can be severe, ranging from penal consequences on 
management level (e.g. in case of financial reporting fraud, according to SOX) or to 

                                                           
4 Made by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. 
5 Previously ISO/IEC 17799 [8]. 
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lost contracts with clients (e.g. clients requiring a certain certification6 that the 
company could not be audited positively for). Compliance management is still a 
discipline relying heavily on manual, error-prone, sample-based procedures 
undertaken by auditors, i.e. the level of automation in governance, risk, and 
compliance projects is still very low. 
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Fig. 2. A basic high-level model for regulatory compliance  

Additionally, auditors must have the necessary expertise and know-how to lead 
compliance checking projects on a certain system or a whole organization, with 
regard to a certain regulation. This means companies seeking to ensure their business 
processes’ regulatory compliance must manage separate projects for each type of 
regulation (see Fig. 1). Moreover, having a sound knowledge of (i) the regulations to 
be compliant with and (ii) of the processes that are part of the scope of a compliance 
management project is a necessary condition for successful compliance. This is why 
compliance management projects also involve experts from the audited organization. 
Thus, companies dealing with several regulatory texts and laws face an increasing 
complexity in both managing regulatory knowledge and compliance enforcement on 
business processes. Auditors cannot check the whole process landscape. They take 
samples, selected previously to the actual audit. This way, no preliminary internal 
audits can take place unless the organization has an internal compliance team, which 
generates additional costs to the organization. A framework for integrated compliance 
management would minimize the resources required to realize internal audits and 
logically increase success chances before the actual audit. Furthermore, the accuracy 
and coverage of regulatory compliance is increased through automated-checking the 
whole scope of business processes. 
 
Processes do not just span multiple vertical sections of a single enterprise, but can 
also span multiple enterprise boundaries (cross-enterprise process/service 
choreography). Therefore, compliance management processes have to include 
mechanisms enabling them to deal with such complexity. Another more holistic 
approach is the following: regulations are destined to be enacted on the complete 

                                                           
6 It is a common practice that companies ask business partners (suppliers, distributors, and 

outsourcing partners) to be certified, e.g. with regard to quality norms. Many companies 
realize certification audits on business partners themselves. 
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enterprise model, not only on business processes. In order to fully implement 
compliance management, it should more generally act on enterprise models. Several 
standard frameworks for enterprise models exist such as TOGAF [14], the Zachman 
framework ([13], [15] and [16]) and ARIS [4]. Similar work on semantic enterprise 
models such as [17] has also been conducted.  
 
As by nature, regulations are in their original form very abstract specifications. This is 
mainly for two reasons:  

(i) Keeping regulations abstract means ensuring more independence from 
implementation and more flexibility in adapting regulations to different 
business problems. See for example ISO 20000 or ISO 27001 (quality 
and security respectively). 

(ii)  The writers and users of regulations are business people and lawyers. 
Their instrument of work is natural language and is non-formalized. 
This language often incorporates domain specific terminology, as well 
as structures and definitions that can barely be fully understood by non-
domain specialists. 

 
This is why a regulation’s semantics can be understood and implemented in different 
manners, by different departments of the same organization or across different 
organizations involved. Again, this can slow down compliance management measures 
and make them inconsistent and thus inefficient. Semantic consistency of the data and 
of the definition of regulations must be achieved. We see semantics in the form of 
ontologies as the solution to this challenge. A semantic representation provides the 
flexibility and extensibility needed for modeling continuously evolving regulations.  It 
also allows a declarative implementation of compliance checking through the use of 
inference engines that are designed for the ontology language used.  
 
Formal modeling of regulations and policies for business processes makes formal 
representation of business processes a necessity, too. Semantic business processes 
fulfill this requirement. Ontologies for business process modeling can be extended 
with ontologies for regulation and policy modeling, in one word “compliance 
ontology”. Ultimately, these ontologies would allow the use of inference engines in 
order to discover non-compliant configurations and behavior of business processes. 
The same approach could be used to further enforce these policies if the ontologies 
are designed to support that. It is thus a fundamental requirement to work with a 
comprehensive semantic business process model. A semantic framework for BPM 
that is designed to optimize and querying the process space is introduced in [11]. 
Ontologies for the description of business processes would allow coupling business 
process definitions with semantic regulatory compliance definitions. In [12], such an 
approach is proposed. 
 
In the following chapter, we focus on defining requirements for a business process 
regulatory compliance framework. We also distinguish different approaches to the 
implementation of semantic compliance checking and finally come up with our own 
proposal for a compliance framework. 
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3 A framework for compliance management 

In order to design the framework, we first define general requirements on a 
compliance management framework in section 3.1. We will further distinguish 5 
perspectives under which compliance checking can be observed in section 3.2. After, 
we describe an architecture that fulfills the previously defined requirements. 

3.1 Eight requirements for a compliance management framework 

We discussed in section 2 some problems related to compliance management. For 
example, we have explained why semantic consistency of the modeled regulations is 
important and what costs compliance audits generate for companies. From the 
experience we have in the field of governance, risk and compliance, we have 
identified eight dimensions to assess the value of an approach to compliance 
management. We present these in the form of requirements as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. 8 requirements for assessing an approach to compliance management 

• Change management: Regulations are by nature subject to change. Regulation 
evolution should be accompanied by scoping and propagating these changes over 
the whole domain of jurisdiction of compliance policies. The ability of a 
framework to do this can make the difference to other approaches and minimize 
the cost of maintenance of compliance management. 

 
• Traceability & Accountability: Policies in a semantic compliance management 

framework are destined to (i) infer on the state of business processes, (ii) query 
business processes, (iii) take decisions based upon information policies handled, 
and (iv) trigger actions on the business and executable process landscape. The 
chain of decisions and the entities responsible for these decisions have to be 
documented. As such, a policy-based compliance management framework has to 
offer functionalities to discover and document which actions were taken, by which 
resource, for which reasons, and the chain of decisions leading to this action. 
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• Complexity: Complexity is used here in the sense of the complexity of modeling 

and refers to regulation representation models. A generic compliance management 
framework should not be custom-tailored to a specific purpose or a specific 
domain. It has to deal with different degrees of complexity and cover different 
requirements on the implementation originating from the different supported 
legislations.  

 
• Efficiency: This requirement acts on the policies and the compliance checking 

algorithms. The question: “Do my policies really constrain my business processes 
in the way I want them to?” has to be answered. Otherwise, the validity and 
accuracy of the compliance framework cannot be ensured. The framework must 
offer functionalities and elements to check and enhance efficiency of designed 
policies as well as checking and enforcement tools. Without such functionalities, 
there would be no way the users could make sure they get the most out of their 
policies and that policies really help processes achieve business goals while not 
violating regulatory constraints. 

 
• Cost: The framework has to be architected and implemented with a fundamental 

requirement: the overall cost of compliance management (human resources and 
time) has to be reduced. 

 
• Enforceability: A framework that allows defining and managing policies has to 

provide mechanisms to enforce these policies. Enforcing policies means ensuring 
business processes are compliant. Enforcement is realized as a human task, 
because compliance related decisions are taken by people in charge of compliance. 
The challenge is to (i) formalize decision-making with regard to policy 
enforcement, (ii) enabling business compliance stakeholders to manage compliance 
knowledge, and (iii) having tools in the framework capable of interpreting this 
knowledge for enforcement purposes. This is a step beyond pure compliance 
checking. Compliance enforcement finds its potentially most attractive realization 
in highly collaborative scenarios where different business process partners interact, 
each with its own associated policies.  

 
• Scalability: Regulations are very complex specifications and are of a dynamic 

nature becoming more complex as they evolve. A compliance management 
framework’s efficiency should not suffer from the size of the regulations’ space to 
be managed or from the size of the business processes’ scope to cover. 

 
• Impact Analysis: Depending on how policies are engineered, some policies may 

depend on other policies or even be composed of other policies. Introducing 
changes to policies (either because of changes in regulations or in business goals) 
or to the compliance framework itself has repercussions on how other policies act 
and on business processes. Pre-emptive mechanisms (respectively post-change 
analysis) for predicting (respectively analyzing) the impact of change would add to 
the efficiency of compliance management. This would provide compliance 
management stakeholders with ways of tailoring their changes to obtain best 
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performance from processes. The latter, if allied with versioning functionalities for 
processes (delivered by the BPM framework) and policies (delivered by the 
compliance management framework) would complete a lifecycle of compliance 
management by a controlling phase (see Fig. 7 in section 3.3).  

3.2 Types of compliance checking 

In this section, we distinguish several ways of viewing the realization of compliance 
checking. Compliance checking refers to the verification of the status of compliance 
measures in the enterprise. In the following sub-sections, we introduce different 
perspectives on compliance checking as shown in Fig. 4. 

3.2.1 Design-time/Run-time 
We can differentiate between design-time and run-time compliance checking. This is 
a necessary distinction, because in policy-based compliance checking there is 
information which is only available at run-time and not at design-time. Thus, policies 
using this information can only be enacted at run-time like measuring and deciding on 
service level agreements. 

3.2.2 Forward/Backward 
There are two ways of realizing compliance checking. One way is to check business 
process models for compliance. Forward compliance takes place before the execution 
of the process (design-time) or during execution (run-time). It is a top-down approach 
to compliance checking. This is a pre-emptive type of compliance checking and can 
be used in conjunction with business process simulation. It thus requires more 
reactivity from the business and the process owners than backward compliance 
checking. 
 
In backward compliance checking, traces left by business processes after execution 
are used. These traces are often in the form of execution logs. These logs can be 
processed by business process analysis and mining techniques ([18] and [19]). We 
note that backward compliance checking is the symmetrical approach to forward 
compliance checking (bottom-up), since in this case the approach taken is reactive 
and not pre-emptive. Because it resembles reporting and analysis techniques, 
backward compliance checking is rather destined to be used for controlling and 
reengineering purposes.  

3.2.3 Active/Passive [a.k.a. Open /Closed] 
The distinction can only be asked for forward compliance checking and is easier to 
see in case of run-time compliance checking. To understand it, we have to ask 
ourselves how compliance checking can be implemented. Assuming we dispose of a 
framework for compliance checking, we should ask ourselves whether: 

(i) The business process decides when to request the compliance checking 
components to execute one atomic compliance check and return a 
decision back, respectively start an action. 
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(ii)  The compliance checking process supervises the compliant execution of 
the business process or thus does not wait for the business process to ask 
for an atomic compliance check to be realized, rather deciding itself 
when to pause the process execution till a decision is made (alternatively 
compliance checking atomic operations can be fired in parallel to further 
execution of the process). 

 
In short, passive compliance checking is when the business process execution 
components control compliance checking operations and active compliance checking 
is when the compliance checking process controls the execution of the business 
process. 
 

 

Compliance
Checking

Active Checking

Passive Checking

Forward Checking

Backward Checking

Design-Time
Checking

Run-Time Checking

Task Checking

Process Checking

Engine-based

Query-based

 

Fig. 4. Categorization of compliance checking 

3.2.4 Task Checking/Process Checking [Granularity] 
Compliance checking on the level of business process tasks7 can potentially be 
different from compliance checking on the business process level, because tasks 
typically deal with less complexity than business processes themselves. However, in 
some approaches to BPM, tasks are regarded as being the same as processes by 
providing the possibility to represent processes embedded in other processes as tasks 
[4]. So designing a compliance checking framework makes it necessary to clarify 
such a question, by first knowing what kind of notations will be supported and the 
meta-model for compliance checking behind it. 

3.2.5 Engine/Querying 
There are mainly two ways to realize compliance checking. Either the process space 
can be queried to check for certain rules or policies or a compliance engine that 
incorporates generic algorithms for compliance checking can be implemented. Both 
ways make use of an inference engine. In [20] a framework for querying semantic 

                                                           
7 Tasks are also called activities (BPMN [33] and [34]) or functions (EPC [32]) in existing 

BPM notations. 
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business process models using pi-calculus is introduced. These different perspectives 
can be combined together, i.e. they are not mutually exclusive (e.g. an active design-
time checking of EPC-models [32] is possible).  
 
In the next section, we proceed to an initial proposal of a framework for semantic 
policy-based compliance management for processes. 

3.3 Architecture 

In the following, we focus on implementing a framework for compliance 
management. We are not yet at a stage of work that allows us to present a detailed 
framework. Rather, we define requirements for the framework and justify our choices. 
We have distinguished five axes upon which we will concentrate our efforts in 
designing the framework: (i) architecture, (ii) compliance management process, (iii) 
ontologies, (iv) algorithms, and (v) lifecycle. We have opted for forward compliance 
checking, design- and run-time checking as well as for passive compliance checking, 
as aspects that should be supported by the framework in a first stage. These aspects 
were introduced in section 3.2.  
 
In Fig.5, a high-level view on the architecture of a business process compliance 
management framework is given. We use Fig. 5 to extract a list of tasks to be realized 
in order to build the framework. We have identified the following points: 

(i) As described in the introduction, regulations need to be formalized in 
order to be machine-processable. We have to provide mechanisms to 
formalize regulations as semantic policies. 

(ii)  These semantic policies have to be modeled into the business processes. 
In the case of semantic business process management, this means 
extending the ontology for modeling business processes with an 
ontology for modeling policies. 

(iii)  Rules are an intuitive way of implementing policies. Policies have to be 
transformed into sets of business rules. These business rules can then be 
integrated into process modeling frameworks and interpreted by an 
adapted inference engine. 

(iv) On a different level, business processes are represented in languages 
adapted to business process execution. On this level, it is necessary to 
further transform business rules into operative rules that can be 
integrated into semantic executable business process models. 

(v) A compliance checking engine has to be implemented by building on an 
inference engine. 

(vi) Monitoring components are needed to control the consistency of 
policies, but also to monitor the checking and enforcement operations on 
business processes.  
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Fig. 5. A high-level architecture for a compliance checking framework 

It is evident that in our semantic approach, a good design of ontologies adapted to our 
needs is necessary. As in [35] and [36], we consider the functional, behavioural, 
organizational, and informational perspectives for the business process ontology design. In 
[11], a formal model is proposed for describing business processes taking the previous 
four dimensions into account (See Fig. 6): 
 

 

Fig.6. Ontology framework for business processes: functional, organizational, behavioral, and 
informational perspectives. 

 
While designing the framework, we also have to decide which algorithms will be 
needed. There is a need for transformations between the various levels of 
representation of policies (Policies, Business Rules, Operative Rules, Fig. 5). 
Secondly, there will be the necessity to design compliance checking algorithms to be 
executed by the semantic compliance checking engine. The semantic compliance 
checking engine is implemented using an inference engine.  
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Fig. 7. A proposal for a compliance management lifecycle 

We can also see the importance of clarifying the possible uses of the framework by 
defining compliance management processes, to be supported by the framework and 
used as an input for the implementation in the user interaction. At this stage, we 
propose a high-level lifecycle for compliance management (Fig. 7) to be further 
detailed in future work. First of all, compliance measures have to be defined, which 
constitute the input for compliance policies. Compliance measures are extracted 
directly from regulation texts and are organization dependant. After policies have 
been designed, they have to be implemented by being expressed through business 
rules for example. Of course, inference can be made on the level of business policies, 
but it is done at a different level from the implementation. For example, policy 
inconsistency and conflict discovery or even service negotiations could be done using 
the policy ontology. Policies have thus to be monitored and controlled (as in [28]), 
which closes the lifecycle for one compliance management iteration (see section 2.1 
and Fig. 3).  
 
In the next section, we have a look at related work dealing with compliance 
management, semantic business process management, and policy management. 

4 Related Work 

Compliance management is critical for enterprise governance, as we have shown in 
the introduction, because business processes take a more and more central place as 
organizations converge towards process-orientation. There has been ongoing work on 
semantic compliance management, as shown in [21] and [22], where an approach for 
semantic compliance management for BPM is presented. However, the approach used 
concentrates on implementing internal controls. Such an approach is adapted to 
compliance management but is restrictive because it relies on the necessary definition 
of risks. Another approach is presented in [29] where the authors introduce the 
modeling of internal control objectives in business processes as a mean to integrate 
compliance requirements in business process design. The authors also relate their 
work to risk analysis and internal control modeling. Policies are meant to be more 
generic and do not depend on the previous definition of risks in processes. Policies are 
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meant to be directly extracted from regulations. This introduces a layer between the 
modeling of regulatory compliance requirements and actual regulatory compliance 
enforcement. Such a layer would allow for example to exchange policies or discover 
policy conflicts between business processes existing in different departments or 
organizations. Moreover, policies can themselves be used to implement internal 
controls. Policies also allow for profiting from inference mechanisms in order to take 
decisions through the use of specifically designed policy inference engines such as in 
[30] and [34]. 
 
In [23], a framework is introduced for semantic security management in business 
processes. However, the presented approach focuses only on security concerns and 
does not seek to define its own ontologies. It relies on previous work ([30], [31]). In 
[27] and [24], another approach for business process-based compliance management 
is presented. It defines an extension for a business process meta-model for regulatory 
compliance. However, the approach does not incorporate ontologies and thus, does 
not profit from the power of semantic technologies. In [25] and [26], deontic 
(obligations and permissions) constraints expressible for business processes are 
modeled using temporal deontic assignments. The latter can also be used in business 
process design and in expressing business process contracts. 

5 Conclusion and future work 

In this paper we have introduced the challenge of regulatory business process 
compliance management. We also have shown why automated compliance checking 
becomes a necessity for organizations. We have further seen how the use of policies 
to model regulations can help implement the latter. We have set as a goal to our work 
the design of a compliance management framework that is flexible with regard to 
change in both business processes and regulations. We have defined several 
requirements for this. We have also distinguished different perspectives on 
compliance checking. We argued why such a high-level analysis is needed prior to 
designing a compliance management framework. Finally, we have come up with a 
high-level architectural description of a framework for business process compliance 
management. 
 
Working on compliance management places us at the boundary between law and 
legislations, policies and business rules, risk analysis, ontologies, and business 
process management. It is an exciting field of research that has a strong relevance for 
the industry and can have a tangible impact on the way we conduct compliance 
management today. Upcoming work concerns first of all the design of the policy 
ontology. We will also get to elaborate an approach for structuring regulations in a 
form that can be easily represented using the policy ontology. Once we dispose of the 
ontologies required, the next step would be to implement a first prototype of the 
architecture presented in section 3.3. To do this, we will need to make and justify 
technical choices for the elements of the framework, such as ontology languages, 
inference engines and required transformations and algorithms. We will afterwards 
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define use case scenarios which we will have to realize using the designed 
framework. This is intended to validate our efforts. 
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